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Professor Alessandro Caroli (1933–2021)

Alessandro Caroli was born in 1933 in Taranto, Italy.
After graduating in Medicine and Surgery in 1961, he
quickly became an Orthopaedic Assistant at the
University of Modena. Professor Augusto Bonola,
Department Chief, immediately recognized Caroli’s
great surgical talent. For many years, he was
regarded as the most accomplished traumatologist
in the hospital, being able to treat any types of frac-
ture. Caroli inherited from Bonola the great passion
for hand surgery and he became Professor of
Orthopaedic and Hand Surgery at the University of
Modena in 1981.

In 1986, he founded the Hand Surgery Department
and was appointed as its first director. He was the
President of the Italian Society for Surgery of the
Hand (1986–1988). During this time, he was intensely
involved in surgical and scientific activities, had
numerous publications in national and international
journals and frequently participated in conferences.

Professor Caroli always aspired to the creation of
a single European hand surgery federation, combin-
ing the individual national societies in Europe. At the
end of many operating sessions, he used to confine
himself to his study and devote countless hours to
writing and sending letters to hand surgeons
throughout Europe, detailing this project. In July
1989, he finally succeeded in his intent and managed
to host the first European Congress of Hand Surgery
in Taranto, Italy. By 1990, the Federation of European
Societies for Surgery of the Hand was finally a reality.

In October 1997, retired, he left the Hand Surgery
Department, but kept on working at the Hesperia
Hospital of Modena, where he continued performing
surgery for another 20 years.

Professor Caroli authored over 200 scientific art-
icles and one of the most beautiful monographs of
hand surgery ‘The Hand’ (available in Italian only). In
2010 at the International Federation for Societies of
Surgery of the Hand, in Seoul, Korea, he was awarded
the title of ‘Pioneer in Hand Surgery’. Profound con-
noisseur of the upper limb anatomy, he possessed a
cultural background that made it possible for him to
deal with the most complex hand pathologies and, in
particular, congenital deformities. He passed on his
love for hand surgery to all those who were lucky
enough to have him as a teacher and to see him
operate. He was a true gentleman, generous and
helpful with everyone, including the staff of the
ward and the operating theatre, as well as to his
patients and their families. He passed away on
31 October 2021. All the people who had the privilege
of working with him will miss him dearly. Professor
Caroli was survived by his wife Giuliana.
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